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"On par with Douglas Adams" - ReadcommendationsCal Carver and his Space Team may have lost

their ship, but they haven't lost their knack for attracting trouble. Just hours after setting foot on a

new planet, Cal and the crew find themselves caught up in an interplanetary kidnapping plot.

Reuniting the suspiciously-silent young victim with her parents on their far-off home world will make

Cal rich beyond his wildest dreams. Unfortunately, half the pirates and bounty hunters in the galaxy

have the same idea, and they're more than happy to take the girl by force.With their experimental

new ship plagued by problems, a deranged space-warlord determined to watch Cal eating his own

arm, and a whole lot of galaxy to get through, Space Team is about to embark on its most

dangerous mission yet.The fourth hilarious instalment in the bestselling Space Team scifi adventure

series, and the perfect jumping-on point for new readers.
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(I'm writing the same review for all of the Space Team books, so that you don't miss my



"testimony".) The Space Team books are a must read, so what are you waiting for...go read them.

Humor + science fiction, what's not to like? Hutchison is a hilarious author, funnier than hell (well,

that may not be saying much because, let's face it, everything is funnier than, you know, Hell). The

adventures of Cal, Mech, Loren, Miz, and Splurt are TOTALLY BELIEVABLE, in a totally skeptical

kind of way, which makes them predictably unpredictable. Giant spider-dragons (or is it

dragon-spiders?), crooked president Sinclair, shape shifters (yeah, I'm talking about you, Splurt),

and other assorted space creatures and space characters are all here. So, take it from me, a

science fiction junkie, start reading the Space Team series and see what you've been missing.

FIrst off, I'm a huge fan of this series. This book, the fourth in the series, is the best in my opinion.

More zany antics with our favorite band of space misfits that had me laughing out loud (which was a

bit embarrassing since I was in the work cafeteria, but I DIDN'T CARE; I couldn't put it down).

There's still plenty of twists, and the dark elements are lightened up by our goofy semi-hero Cal

Carver and the rest of the crew of the Currently Untitled (Cal hasn't come up with a name yet for the

sweet ship they stole).Cal, Miz, Mech, and Loren start off trying to help free a small, meek shop

owner from the local mafia in classic The A-Team style. This quickly spirals out of control (of

course!), and they find themselves freeing a kidnapped girl and returning her to her home planet.

Throw in a side of galactic war and a mythological giant spider, just for good measure.

And Spider Dragons, cannibal loving rock men, the evil empire who brought Cal into space in the

first place. Although I don't know why they should complain, cause after destroying earth to hide the

kidnapping of Cal, I kinda think they got what they deserve.So in this latest installment our stalwart

team discover a kidnapped girl in a building coated in blood and gore, delicious pie, a dark and

spooky castle full of helpful clones who turn murderous (Cal is a bit of an acquired taste, and

certainly can be a handful). Do they save the girl, eat the pie, kill the clones, and what about that

spider dragon? Oh my!

These books are just plain hilarious. I haven't had this much fun since reading Harry Harrison's

Stainless Steel Rat series. That was in the early 80's. The characters are great, there are all types

of science fictions references all over the place. Some are in your face type, others are more

obscure. Some of the humor is adult in nature but not over the top. I really like what he did when the

characters use profanity, you get the point without having it so graphically spelled out. I read the first

book in a day, The following day I bought more. You will not be disappointed. Enjoy!



And the series is still pretty good.I found the first couple of books to definitely be top notch. The last

few are, while middle books, remaining will worth the read, however, and I'm consistently finding

that I'm looking for the next one. There hasn't been a pause in my acquisitions yet!Characterization

is consistent, plots are ok. The pacing is a bit extreme, but it's keeping the pressure on.I still say it's

basically Guardians of the Galaxy, but a bit more dysfunctional. It works, though, and I haven't

regrets about any of my purchases.

If you are sick of humorless depressing scifi then this book is for you. Cals earth references that no

one else understands are classic, Splurt is awesome, and I had "lets hear it for the boy" stuck in my

head cause of this book.I'm half asleep at the moment and can't think of anything really eloquent to

say except:-I bought the book (with money!)-I'll probably reread it sometime-I'll buy the next book

too-Just do it, try itRead it. And quit supporting endless humorless depressing military sci fi!

Like the books that come before it in the series, this is FUN! Laugh out loud fun. I loved the Space

Team series and if Hutchison has more stories of the Space Team bursting to get into print, I'll line

up to buy them. Characters, plot, dialog - it's all there wrapped in fun.

This is one funnest rides you will ever take while reading a book. This story has it all, Epic

characters, who find themselves always in the thick of things. The author has done an outstanding

job of creating and universe that takes readers will be anxiously waiting to get home from work to

read everyday. Do yourself a favor and download the series today , as it will quickly become one of

your favorite series.
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